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Introduction 
In a previous paper of the author [8] the cohomologies H”(B, M) and 
Hi( & A), where B is a cocommutative Hopf monoid, A is a commutative Hopf 
monoid and M is a commutative monoid in the symmetric monoidal ca;egory A, 
were constructed. As was shown in the same paper, these cohomologies general- 
ize several well-known theories from [3-5, 11, 121; the group cohomologies are 
amongst them. 
In this paper we continue investigations started in [8]. We try to generalize 
several well-known properties of the group cohomologies to the case of the 
theories H”(B, M) and Hi(B, A), and then as particular cases we obtain (from 
the generalized ones) new properties for the cohomologies from [4, 11, 121. 
In Section 1 we assume that there exist denumerable co-products in A and that 
the structural (of monoidai category) bifunctor 0 : A x A- A preserves them (see 
1.1). We recall the well-known result from [6, p. 1681 on the existence of an 
adjunction between the main category A and the category of monoids in A. We 
then show that this adjunction induces a new one between the category of 
cocommutative comonoids and the category of cocommutative Hopf monoids in A 
(see 1.4). The comonad arising from this adjunction is called the comonad of 
ta’ ing a free cocommutative Hopf monoid over a cocommutative comonoid and is 
denoted by ff. We then consider the functor Der(-, M) (see 1.8) the analogue of 
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the group of derivations in the group cohomology theory [21. and prove that there 
exist natural isomorphisms between H”( -, M) and right derived functors (in the 
sense of [ 11) of Der(-, M) relative to the comonad ff (see 1.13). This proof uses 
the very important Lemma 1.12, which states that the values of H”(-, b2) on a 
free cocommutative Hopf monoid are equal to zero, for n 2 2. This result is 
similar to the description of the group cohomologies as the derived functors of 
Der(-, M) relative to the comonad of taking a free group over a set, from [2]. 
More precisely, in the particular case when A = Set, our result gives the descrip- 
tion of the group cohomologies as the derived (of Der(-, M)) functors relative to 
the comonad of taking a free set-monoid (i.e. a real monoid, or a semi-group) 
over a set. As we see, the comonads are different, but nevertheless, small changes 
(see 4.1) in the general machinery of Section 1, and especially in the proof of 
1.12, make it possible to reprove that result from [2]. 
In the particular case when A = K-mod, the isomorphisms from 1.13 give a new 
description of Sweedler’s cohomologies from [ 121. 
We obtain here a result similar to 1.13 for the cohomologies HE(-, A). If one 
looks through the bicomplex (10) from [S], which determines these cohomologies, 
then it will be clear that Hz(Z3, A) involves two situations, monoidal and 
comonoidal, simultaneously. The functor Der and the comonad IF come from the 
monoidal structure. Thus, if we want to describe Hi(-, A) in terms of IF, we must 
change the functor Der so that it will involve the comonoidal structure as well. 
We describe the required functor (Der,, der,) in 1.15. Note that the codomain of 
this functor is the category of cochain complexes of abelian groups. This unusual 
choice of category requires us to modify the notion of ‘derived functor’ (see 1.18). 
After this, we obtain the description of Hz(-, A) as right derived functors (in 
the sense of 1.18) of (Der,, der,) relative to the comonad F (see 1.20). In the 
particular case when A = G.C. K-mod (see 4.4), this result gives a new description 
of Singer’s cohomologies from [II]. We have to mention that there appear some 
difficulties in this application, but they are easily overcome. 
In Section 2 we assume that each arrow of A can be represented as the 
composition of an epi and a mono, but no universality property for such 
decompositions is required (see 2.1). With such assumptions it becomes possible 
to prove the existence and even to show the construction (see 2.3) of limits 
(pullbacks) of such diagrams as 
where f and g are morphisms of cocommutative Hopf monoids with regular 
comonoidal sections (see 2.2). This construction enables us to build (by iteration) 
a Tech complex [lo] for an epimorphism of cocommutative Hopf monoids with a 
regular comonoidal section (see 2.8). These constructions give a new and different 
description of the well-known ones for the category of groups (when A = Set) and 
imply the existence of a special kind of limits for Hopf algebras (when A = 
od, A = (K-mod)“q A = G.C. K-mo 
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In Section 3, with the assumptions of the previous section. we construct the 
spectral sequence of an epimorphism for the cohomologies M’(-, M) (see 3.2). In 
3.5 it is proved that some members of this spectral sequence vanish. i.e. 
,;.’ = () = j$(), and as a consequence of this fact we obtain an eight-term exact 
sequence for the cohomologies H”(-, M) (see 3.7). In the particular case when 
A = Set, these results (3.2, 3.5 and 3.7) give the known ffdcts about group 
cohomologies, which were obtained earlier in [9]. There is a close relationship 
between our results and those from (91; this connection is explained in detail in 
3.3. 
The spectral sequence, similar to (3.2), of an epimorphism for the 
cohomologies Hz (-, A) is obtained in (3.8). 
In Section 4 we give examples and applications. In 4.1 we make the substitution 
A = Set and show that our results give the well-known properties of the group 
cohomologies of [ 2,9]. 
In 4.2 we make the cubstitution A = K-mod and show that our results give 
(i) A new description of Sweedler’s cohomologies [12] as the derived functo;s 
of Der(-, M) relative to the comonad of taking a free (tensor) cocommutative 
Hopf algebra over the cocommutative coalgebra. 
(ii) New spectral and eight-term exact sequences of an epimorphism for 
Sweedler’s cohomologies. 
In 4.3 we show that our results give new spectral and eight-term exact 
sequences of a monomorphism for Doi’s cohomologies Coalg-H”(N, -) from [4]. 
Similar properties also hold for Doi’s cohomologies Hopf-H”(L, -) from [4]. 
In 4.4 we make the substitution of A = G.C. K-mod. In this category the 
assumptions of 1.1 do not hold, but we show how to improve our general 
machinery and then as a consequence obtain a new description of Singer’s 
cohomologies from [ 1 l] as the derived functors (in the sense of 1.18) relative to 
the comonad of taking a free (tensor) cocommutative Hopf algebra over the 
cocommutative coalgebra. For the same cohomologies the new spectral sequences 
of an epimorphism and of’s monomorphism are obtained. 
There appears an interesting new analogue H”(B, M) of Sweedler’s 
cohomologies in this category A = G.C. k-mod. We have descriptions of these 
cohomologies as the derived functors relative to the above-mentioned comonad 
and the new spectral and eight-term exact sequences of an epimorphism. All these 
data make it possible to obtain an axiomatic description of Der(-, M), HZ!-. M), 
H3(-, M) as the ‘universal connected sequence’ of the funrtors (see 4.5). 
All definitions, notations and results from [8] are given without explanation. 
1. Cohomologies as derived functors of 
1.1. Remark. In this section we assume the following: 
(i) (A, @AxAdA, eE(AI) is a fixed symmetric monoidal category. 
(ii) There exist denumerable coproducts in A, i.e. 
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(iii) The bifunctor 0 preserves these coproducts. i.e. 
A,,, BElAI, nr:O. 
(iv) All objects and arrows considered in this section are from A. 
For any object A E IAl let us put (A@” = e): 
%(A, = inj,,:e-,F(A), i& =inj,:A+@A). 
(1) 
From the universal property of coproducts, the existence of a unique arrow 
i;+, follows, such that the following diagrams commute: 
For any arrow f: A+ C, let us put (f@” = 1,: e+ e), 
In [6] it is proved that the correspondence A I+ (k(A), i&, ij17.& determines 
a functor 
On the 
From the 
from A to the category of monoids (in A) 
F:AwH(A). 
other hand, we have the forgetful functor 
tii:dt(~)+~. 
universal property of coproducts, for any monoid (B, p,, TV), it follows 
that there exists a unique arrow &, s.tch that the following diagrams commute: 
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F($(B) = u B@” (3R B , 020. 
‘r10 in\ / 
B @II 
If A E IA/ and (B, I_c,, qR) E 1.&(A)l. as is shown in [6], the formulas 
h”,,,(f) = %fFA 7 CiiA 9) = &A RI 
(3) 
determine the natural (in A and B) bijection 
iA,B :&(A)@(A), B)sA(A, 4(B)) . (5) 
Thus we obtain the well-known result from (6, p. 1681. 
1.2. Theorem (Mac Lane [6]). F ormulas ( 1) -(5) determine the adjunction 
with unit d;:l-&pand counit p:k&+l. Cl 
Now, for our purposes, we modify 1.2. 
Let (A, (lA, EJ be a comonoid and put 
where the monoid structure on F(A) 63 F(A) is defined as the composition 
F(Aj~ F(A)~ F(A)QD F(A)~ F(A)~ F(A). * 
In other words, &(,,) and &,(A) are the arrows such that 
Using (7) one can easily obtain that 
(7) 
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and then, by the universal property of the unit GA of the adjunction 1.2 we obtain 
WF(A) @ 44)~F(A, = (F(A) @ +F,A))(CIF(A) - 
( Q(A) @ WWF(,) = 1 = VW @ %(A)N%-(A) 
This means that (F(A), &(A], I+(~)) is a comonoid 
comonoid morphism. 
and a,:A+F(A) is a 
By the very definition (6) the arrows &(A1 and +(A) are monoid morphisms, 
hence (F(A), p,(,), (CIFIA), qFqA), &F(A)) is a Hopf mopid. 
If f : A + C is a comonoid morphism, then F(f) = F(f) = U ,I =,, f @‘I is a Hopf 
monoid morphism. 
Thus we get the functor 
F:%(A)+ %(A) 
from the category of comonoids to the category of Hopf monoids. On the other 
hand, we have the forgetful functor 
% : X(A)--, @(A). 
Ps=$B:F%(B)+B; (8) 
certainly, ,Gs is a comonoid morphism and hence, & is the Hopf monoid 
morphism. 
If (A, &, EA)E I%(A)1 and (B, &, &, qB, &B)E IX(A)I. then the formulas 
‘A.Btf) = ‘cf bA and A,‘B(g) = PBF(d 7 
determine the natural (in A and B) bijection 
A A,B: x@)(F(A), B)s %@)(A Q(B)). 
Thus, 1.2 and (6)-(9) give the following: 
1.3. Corollary. Formulas (6), (8) and (9) determine the adjunction 
(F,011,h,p):~~~)-+~~~). q 
If (4 e/t, Ed) is a cocommutative comonoid, then the identities 
@ F(Ap!A = @A @ aA)+A = @A @ @A)c2’ 1)~~ = t2, l)&(AjaA 
and the universal property of the unit of the adjunction (x~, imply that JI~( A1 is 
cocommutative, and hence (F(A), pF,Ajq #Ff.4j. qF(,4j. qtAJ is the cocommutative 
Hopf monoid. Thus, the restriction of F to the subcategory of cocommutative 
comonoids gives the functor (denoted by the same symbol) 
F: %(A)-, %X(A) 
to the category of cocommutative Hopf monoids. 
Thus, we have the following: 
1.4. Corollary. The restriction of 1.3 to the cocommutative situation gives a uew 
adjunction 
denoted by the same symbol as the earlier one. 0 
1.5. Remark. As is shown in [6], any adjunction determines a comonad. The 
comonad induced from the adjunction 1.4 is called the comonad of taking a free 
Hopf monoid over a cocommutative comonoid and denoted by 
1.6. Remark. Let 112 be a fixed commutative monoid. By (%%?(A). M) we denote 
the category of pairs (B, q,), consisting of a cocommutative Hopf monoid B and 
an arrow a,,,,: B @ M-, M, such that (M, Q) is a left B-object commutative 
monoid (see [8,0.15]); an arrow f : (B, CQ,)* (B’, a;,) is a morphism of cocom- 
mutative Hopf monoids f : B * B’, suc’n that a., = &( f C3 M). 
1.7. Remark. It is obvious that the correspondence (B, Q) I+ H”( B, M>, n 2 0, 
where the cohomology groups H”(B, M) are from 1.3 of [S]. determines the 
functors to the category of abelian groups 
H”(-, ?d): (%ZV(A), M)“P+ Ab , n 2 0. 
1.8. Remark. Let (B, a,l) E I( %X(A), M)I, this determines the group Der( B, M) 
(see the observation just after the definition of complex (1) in [S]). We remind 
that 
De@, M)= {f EReg(B, M)If& = q,,(B@f)+_c(@@r,)} . 
Certainly, the correspondence (B, o-v) I+ Der(B, M) determines the functor 
Der(-, M) : (%??(A)., M )“‘+ Ab . 
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1.9. Remark. Let (B, q,,) E ((%X’(A), M)I. Then put U; = Q( &@ M) (for & 
see (8) and (3)). Certainly, the correspondence (B, q,,)*(F%(B), a%) de- 
termines the functor 
IF: (%X(A), M)+ (%%(A), M) . 
The following identities: 
show that the arrow A, = FCY% B (from ( 1.5 )) is the morphism of pairs 
(FB* &+(W), (&9. 
Thus, we get that I.5 induces the new comonad, 
F=((F:(%X(A), M)+(Se%(A), M),A:IF--&, p:lF+l), (10) 
denoted by the same symbol ;os the earlier one in 1.5. This comonad is called the 
comonad of taking a free Hopf monoid over a cocommutative comonoid. 
It should be mentioned, that the comonad (10) can be obtained in another way, 
namely, one can construct the category of pairs (A, CT~), where A is a cocom- 
mutative comonoid and qI : A C3 M+ M is an arrow, such that the pair (M, q,,) 
is ‘like’ a left A-object monoid, here ‘like’ means that 
but no axioms involving PA or v,~, because these arrows are not required. Then, 
from 1.4 one can induce a new adjunction between the category of pairs (A, u-J 
and the category (%X(A), M). After this, the comonad induced from the latter 
adjunction will coincide with the comonad (10). 
Let us consider (F(B))@", for any cocommutative comonoid B. By definition we 
have 
(F(B))@" = 
diagrams 
Recalling the distributive law (iii) from 1.1, we identify the 
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(F(B))@“-’ 63 B@’ 
nil, t?O, 
with the universal coproduct 
(F(B))@“-’ @B@’ 
(F(B))s”- ‘Binj, 
- (F(B))@“-’ @F(B), 
&(F(B))@-Qw(B), n~i, t20. 
From this viewpoint, if one wants to construct an arrow f : (F(B))@” + M, 
n 2 1, to any object M E IAI, it is necessary and sufficient to define the system of 
arrows fi : (F( B))@“- ’ @ B@’ 
fuv)r’-’ 
+ M, t z 0. In such a case we shall have fi = 
8 inj,), t r: 0. Thus, if we have defined 
fvvo)@‘“-’ @inj,):(F(B))@“-‘@B@‘+M, tz(), 
it means exactly that we have constructed f : (F(B))@‘“+ M. Moreover, if f and g 
are the two arrows from (F(B))@“, nz 1, to M, then f =g if and only if 
fW(B V” - ’ @inj,) = g((F(B))@“-’ Oinj,), t 2 0. 
1.11. Remark. We shall use another universal coproduct diagram: 
. . . 
(F(B))%-2 @ B@q Q9 B@f (F’B)‘@“-2@inJ~@‘n~ (F(B))@?~-2 @ F(B) @ F(B) 
nZ2, t,qrO, 
i.e. we identify 
(F(B))@“-’ @inj,@inj,=inj,_, , 1222, t, 43.). 
Certainly, arguments similar to those from 1.10 are used in this situation as well. 
Now, it should be mentioned that, by definition, we have the identities 
((F(B))@“-* @nj,) = ((F(B))@‘*-’ @ pklB))((F(B))@“-* 63 ((Ye)@‘) , 
(11) 
((F(B))@“‘-’ @inj,@inj,) = ((F(B))~“‘-“~~~~,,~~:,B,) 
o((F(B))@“‘-’ @ (cQ)@‘~+‘) , 
n?l , mZ2, t,qrO. (12) 
1.12. Lemma, Let B be a cocommutative comonoid and a,, : F(B) 60 M+ M an 
arrow, such that (F(B), q,,)E (%X(A), MI; then we have: 
H”(F(B),M)=O, nz2. 
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roof. Let us consider the normalized complex 
No = Reg(e, M) , 
(2) from [S]: 
fV = {f~Reg((F(@)@“, M)lf((F(B))~‘-‘~~F(B)~(F(B))~~-‘) 
=O,lIiIrz}, 
d” :NQN’l+l , Cd, 
which determines the cohomology groups H’“(F(B), M). 
If f E Iv, n 2 2, then we construct the new arrow S,,( f) : (F(B))@” -I 3 M 
(recall 1.10) by means of the formulas 
F,,( f)((F(B))@“-‘@inj,) = qM(~Fo)@~-2 7 
S,,( f)((F(B))@“-‘@inj,) 
= i f((F(B))@“-‘8 ,u;& 63 F(B)) 
i=l 
~((F(B))@“~-“@~&)~‘-‘+‘C~(E,)@‘-’), tz 1. 
Here the sum is taken in the set-monoid 
A((F(B))@“-‘8 B@: M), r2 32, t= 1. 
Thus we have defined the mappings 
FjI : N”- A(( F(B))@“-‘, M) , n 2 2 . 
NW we want to show that ftl, .yz 2 2, are the homomorphisms of abelian LLlVLL. 
set-monoids, i.e. S,,( f + g) = S,,(f) +- ft,( g), n 2 2. Recalling I. 10, this fact will be 
proved if we show that 
S,(f + g)((F(B))*“-2 @ W,) 
= (S,,(f) + ~ta(g))((F(B))@‘“-’ CSnj,) , t 2 0. (13 
But (13) easily follows from (11) and the fact that &n,, (cY~)@~ and (E~)@~ are 
the comonoid morphisms. Hence, S,,, n 2 2, are the homomorphisms of abelian 
groups: 
S,, : IV” ---) Reg(( F( B))@“- ‘, 
We claim that S,,(f) is normalized, 
fact will be proved if we show that: 
w ’ nZ2. 
i.e. S,,(f) E W-‘, n 2 2. Recalling 1.10, this 
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qF( hf ) = inj,, , (13) 
s,( fhF(B) = S2( f)inj,, = qnr , (15) 
<,(f )((F(B))““-2 @vFcs,)((F(B))@“-” @inj,) 
= %f@F(B, )@“-‘(( F( B))@“‘-3 8 inj,) , (16) 
for any t?O, hZ3, lsjsn - 2. The identities (14)-( 16) are obvious. Calcula- 
tions for (17) are easy but very tedious and we perform them in the Appendix 
(see A.l). 
Thus we can consider the homomorphisms of abelian groups: 
. St* :w+ iv-l , s,,(f) = (-l)“-‘s,,( f) , nZ2. 
We want to show that we have the following identities: 
s,d’(f)+d’s (f)=f, 2 fEN2, (18) 
s,,+,d”(f)+d”-‘s,,(f)=f, f EN”, nz3. (19) 
Calculations for (18) and (19) are easy but very tedious and we perform them 
in the Appendix (see A.2 and A.3). 
As we see, {s,, :n 2 2) is like the contracting homotopy for the complex 
(N”, d”), except for low (n = 0,l) dimensions. Although, (18) and (19) and the 
standard arguments fulfill the proof of our lemma. Cl 
Now we can prove one of the main theorems of this action. 
1.13. Theorem. With the assumptions of 1.1 we have the natural 
(i) epimorphism Der(-, M)+ I?(-, M), 
(ii) isomorphisms 
RFDer(-, M)s H’IL’(-, M) , n 2 1 , 
between the right derived functors (in the sense of [ 11) of the functor Der(-, M) 
from 1.8 relative to the comonad IF (from (10)) and the cohomology groups 
H”(-, M) (from 1.7). 
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Proof. The case of dimension zero (i.e. (i)) is obvious. 
For (ii), let (B, Q) be from (%%(A), M) ( see 1 h). Consider a bicomplex of 
abelian groups 
c W’ = Reg((( FQ )“I f "(B ))@” + ‘, 
tt1.11 
4 :C 
)??.!l --, C”’ + 1.11 , m .n 
4 :c 
rt1.n 9 Cm.‘” + I , 
d’l’*“(f) = c (-l)lf((F%)‘p(F6U)“‘-“r(B))@“+ , 
i=O 
d’,“‘“(f) = (-l)“‘(cr~~+‘(((F~)‘“+‘(B))~f) 
II + 1 
@((F%)‘“‘+“(B))@“-‘+‘) 
+ (- l)“+.‘f(((F%! )ttJ+l(B))@‘r+’ (8, tzytFa ),n++&) . 
As is seen in this bicomplex the rltth vertical line (C”**, dy**) is the complex 
determining the cohomology groups of the cocommutative Hopf monoid 
(F% )“t+ ‘(B) with the coefficients in M, where the action 
is obtained by (m + l)th iteration of comonad IF (see 1.9). 
The nth homology group of the total complex associated with the bicomplex 
(CM, d;.“, d:.“) is denoted by H”(JC*‘*), n ~0. 
By standard -arguments for bicomplexes (see, for example, [5, Theorem 6.1, 
Chapter Xii) we obtain the spectral sequence 
The qth homology group of ( CP** , d f* * ) is equal to 
(1) The group Der((F%)“+‘(B), M), 4 =O. 
(2) The cohomology group HYC’((F%)P+‘(B), M), q 2 1 . 
Then. from 1.12 we obtain 
(21) 
(22) 
Hy(C”-“, d;-“) = 
0, qrl, 
Der((F(Q)pf’(B), M), q =0, p 20; 
and the induced differentials 
d “T.“:Der((F”U)““(B), M)+ Der((FQ)P”(B), M) , p 20, 
are obtained by the formulas 
Thus, we obtain 
Then the spectral sequence (20) gives the isomorphisms 
(II%: Der(-, M))(B)& H” (1 C*+) , n 20. 
Similarly we obtain another spectral sequence 
For each n ~0 let us consider the nth horizontal line of our bicomplex 
augmented from the left 
()+ c-l.‘: t’ c”; Co.‘, 4*” ) c ) . . . ~ c”‘.” d$.” “I + 1 .‘I 
3”‘, 
c -‘Jo = Reg(B@“+‘, M) , d;‘*“(f) = f(&)@“+’ . 
(25) 
Now we can identify the complexes (25) with the following ones: 
Cl: = Reg((%(B))Q”“, M) , C::, = Reg((OU(F~)““‘(B))~3”+‘. M) . 
d;;C::,+C::,+, , mzl, nZ3, (26) 
m+l 
d;,(f) = c (-l)‘f(%(F%)‘p(F%)‘n-i+‘(B))@“+’ . 
i=o 
Consider the mappings 
?; :A((Q(FQ)“‘+‘(B))@“+‘, M)+A((%!(F%)‘“(B))@“+‘, M) 
putting 
?L( f) = f(&(F%)“‘(B))@“” , m 2 0, n ~0. 
The arrows (a%( F% )“‘(B))@“+’ are comonoid morphisms, and hence the 
mappings +k are homomorphisms of set-monoids and they induce (by restriction) 
homomorphisms of abelian groups 
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7::, : c::, ---* c::,_, 7 T::,(f) = f:,‘(f) 9 mso, nmo. 
Similar to the standard machinery of simplicial objects (the only difference is 
the existence of @-powers) we obtain the following identities: 
r;dlil( f) = d”,(f)@%(B)) @‘n+l L = f(%( ps))@“+‘(a U(B))8a+1 
= f(%(pB)w%(B))@“” = f , 
T;,+,d;:‘( f) = d;‘( f)(a%(F%)“z+l(B))@“+’ 
111 + t 
= z (-l)‘lf(~(F9_!)ip(F~)t,1-i+1(B))@n+1 
i = 0 
~(~Y%(F~)“‘+‘(B))~,‘+’ 
= f(%(~(~%)“‘+l(B)))@,‘+‘(a%(F%)t”+’(B))@t’+l 
,?’ + 1 
+ 2 (-l)‘f(~(F”ti)(F%)i-‘/3(F%)“‘-i+’(B))@n+’ 
i=l 
o(a5?!(F~)‘,‘+‘(B))@‘,‘+’ 
‘I’ + 1 
=f + c (-l)if((~%(F%)‘“(B)) 
i=l 
o(Q(F%)‘-‘P(FQ)“‘-‘+‘(B)))@“+’ 
Ml 
=f - x0 (-wf((~~(FW”‘(B)) 
0 (%(FQ )‘p(F% )t”-i(B)))@t’+l 
=f - d::,&(f), mr0, n10. 
Thus we have that (7; : m 2 O},,‘zo are the contracting homotopies for complex- 
es (26). Hence, (26) and (25) are acyclic, and we obtain 
H”(C* -“3 dT*“) = Reg(B@““, M) , H”( C* .‘I, dT*“) = 0, 
qrl, nro. 
The induced differentials 
d -i3” : Reg(B@““‘, M)d Reg(B@“+‘, M) , n 2 0 
are obtained by the formulas 
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‘I + 1 
i?““(f)= qJB@f) + c (-l)‘f(B@i-‘@p,@B@‘-i+‘) 2 
I=1 
+ (-l),‘+‘f(B@“+’ 8 Ed) . 
Thus we see that 
iPA = 
2 
Then the spectral 
0, 921, 
Der(B, M), 9=0, p=o, 
HP+‘(B,M), q=O, ~‘1. 
sequence (24) gives the isomclphisms 
Der(B, M)+ H” (1 C*-*) , 
Zf’*+‘(B, M)-z, H” (I C***) , nil. 
Now it remains to compare (23) with (~7). Cl 
We should like to obtain a similar description for the 
from [8] via the contravariant argument. For this we 
observations. 
(27) 
cohomologies Hz (B, A) 
make some preliminary 
1.14. Remark. Let A be the fixed commutative Hopf monoid. By P(A) we 
denote the category of triples (B, aA, pB), consisting of a cocommutative Hopf 
monoid B and arrows CQ : B QD A + A and pB : B+ B 63 A, such that the 4-tuple 
(B, A, aA, ps) is an abelian matched pair of Hopf monoids (see 0.18 from [8]). 
An arrow f (of the category P(A)) from (B, q , pB) to (B’, &, pBt ) is a 
morphism of Hopf monoids f : B ---) B’, such that Us = ~a( f 8 A) and 
(f QDAips =pBlfs 
1.15 Remark. Let (B, q,, pB) E 9(A) and consider (@“2*‘r, dy.“, d’,“‘“), and 
bicomplex (10) from [S]. The kernels of horizontal differential; dy*’ : Co*” + @I.“, 
n?O are the groups Der,,(B,A)={f EReg(B,A~““)I~~,=~~~~+I(B~f)+ 
f(B@%)L n 2 0. Then the vertical differentials dtsn : Co*‘, + (I?“, n 10 induce 
the homomorphisms of abelian groups 
der,,:Der,,(B, A)+Der,,+,(B, A), n 20, 
‘I + 1 
de%(f) = (x4 @ A 
@“+l)f + c (_l)‘(A@‘-’ @ (ci, @ A@“-i+l)f 
i=l 
+ (-l)‘+‘( f 8 A)p, . 
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It is obvious that the correspondence 
(B, oA9 ps)-(DerJB, ALder,,, n 20) 
determines the functor into the category of cochain compl :x+s of abelian groups 
(Der,(-. A), der,): P(A)“P+ LG. Ab . 
1.16. Remark. Let (B, Us, ps) E P(A) and consider (IF(B), a:), the value of 
comonad (10) (when M = A) on the pair (B, q). We need to construct the arrow 
pff~JF(B)+F(B)@A, such that the 4-tuple (F(B), A, 02, p,& is an abelian 
matched pair of Hopf monoids. 
First of all, by the distributive law (iii) from 1.1 we identify the diagrams 
with the universal coproduct diagrams 
Then, by induction on the length n we define the arrows ~1: B@” + B@” @ A, 
n 2 0, putting 
0 ps=qA:e*A, 1 p,=p,:B+BOA, 
p;” =(B~(B%“)~E*.~)(B~(B%“)~A~~~)(~,~,~,~,~) 
~(p~~B~p~)(~~~(g%“)): 
B@(B@“)+ B@(B@")@A , n 2 1. 
Now, let pLFqB) : F(B)+ IF(B) Q( A be the unique arrow, such that pBfBJ injx = 
qFCB+B~A and PIFtBJ inj: = inj:&, n 2 1. 
Recalling 1.9 (when M = A), it remains to show that we have the following 
identities: 
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( 1 iv (V%(B) @ A)&,,, = (V)@VV%%I)(lr 33 2, %%@,@PF(B,)JIF(B, 9 
0 V ( %(B) @ A&3, = w%(B) ’ 
( ) vi (V) R%(B))PF(B) = (E(B) @ &&E(B) ’ 
(viii) (F(B)@ E&+(B) = 1 l 
We verify the identities (i)-(vii) by induction on the length n of summands 
inj,,~ff(B):B~“~ff(~)~IF(B)~[F(B), for(i), 
inj,,~A:B~~‘~A~ff(B)~A, for (ii) and (iii) , 
inj,P : I!?@‘*  F(B) , for (iv)-(vii) . 
The cases of lengths n = 0, n = 1 are obvious for all these identities. Now, we 
make an inductive assumption for k 5 n for all these identities simultaneously and 
prove them for n + 1. 
(i) Using twice the inductive assumption (for lengths 1 and n) we obtain 
Using the inductive assumption for length 1 we see that the right-hand side of 
identity (i) multiplied by (inj,,,, 63 IF(B)) on the right is equal to the right-hand 
side of (28). 
(ii) Using twice the inductive assumption (for lengths 1 and n) we obtain 
(29) 
Using identity (i) and the fact that 
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the right-hand side of identity (ii) multiplied by (inj,I+ 1 C3 A) on the right is equal 
to the right-hand side of (29). 
(iii) Obvious. 
(iv) Using twice the inductive assumption (for lengths 1 and n) we obtain 
Using identity (i) we obtain that the right-hand side of identity (iv) multiplied 
3y inj,,,, on the right is equal to the right-hand side of (30). 
(v) Obvious. 
(vi) Using identity (i) and the inductive assumption twice (for length 1 and n) 
we obtain 
Using identity (i) we see that the right-hand side of identity (vi) multiplied by 
inj,,+, on the right is equal to the right-hand side of the last identity. 
(vii) 0 bvious. 
Thus we obtain that (lF( B), A, c$, p& is an abelian matched pair of Hoff 
monoids. The arrows A, - F(B)+ IF’(B) and & : IF(B)* B from (10) (when 
M = A) can be (obviously) considered as the arrows of the category P(A). 
Hence, we have obtained the following: 
roposition. Let A be a commutative Hopf monoid. Then the comonad (10) 
(when M = A) and 1 .I6 give a new comonad 
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which is denoted by the same symbol as the earlier one ( 10). Cl 
1.18. Definition. Let T = (T,, t*) : X0’ + D.G. Ab be a functor into the category 
of cochain complexes of abelian groups, i.e. 
and 
-V-=(T,,:XoP-+Ab,t,,:T,,-+T,,+I,t,,+,t,,=O,n~O) 
W=(W:X+X, ~:W4-u v:W-,l) 
a commonad on X. By the right derived functors RL(T,, t*) of the functor 
lJ = (T,, t.J relative to the comonad W will be called the homology groups of the 
total complex associated with the (functorial) bicomplex of abelian groups 
c “A = T,,lW”+’ , m 20, n ~0, 
m.n 
4 
= t,,,Wn + 1 : pn j cm+ 1 .n 
n + 1 
It should be mentioned that the difference between this definition and the 
well-known notion of derived functors from [l] is the fact that the values of the 
original functor T are the cochain complexes, while the values of its nth derived 
functor are the abelian groups. 
1.19 Remark. Let A be a commutative Hopf monoid. Then the correspondence 
(B 9 aA~ ps) I+ H;(& A), n 2 0, where Hi(B, A) are the cohomology groups 
from [S], determines the functors Ht(-, A) : 9(A)OP+Ab, n 10. 
Now we can prove the following: 
1.20. Theorem. With the assumptions of 1.1, we have the natural isomorphisms 
RF(Der,(-, A), der,)-‘, Hi(-, A) , n 2 0 
between the right derived functors (in the sense of 1.18) of the functor 
(Der,(-, A), der,) from 1.15 relative to the comonad F from 1.17 and the 
cohomology groups HF(-, A) from 1.19. 
Proof. Let (B, o& ps) be from P(A) and consider the tricomplex: 
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c ttt.11.4 = Reg(((F~)““‘(B))~““, Aa4+‘) , m, n, to 20, 
4 1n.11.4 :c 111.11.4 ---) cl?‘+- 1.11.4 , 
6 I?1 .11.4 :C m.11.4 ---, p” + 1.4 , 
rn.n.4 
d3 
:C tn.n.q+ ~nl.ll.q+l , 
l?l + 1 
d;*l’.q( f) = 2 (-l)ff((F~)i~(F~)l~~-i+‘~~))~tl+’, 
i=O 
dq*“*“( f) = (-l)“‘(~~~‘,+,(~~~f) 
@ ((~~)““(B))~t~-j+‘) 
+ (-l)“+~f(((F~)“+‘(B))~“+’ @ qcpU ,tn+yBjj 7 
d y.tW( f) = (_l)ppJ+ta+‘((qA @J A@q+‘)f 
+ ‘2 (-l)‘(A@‘-’ 03 t,5A 63 ABq++‘)f 
t=l 
+ (-1)4+‘( f @ A)~~(~~)‘“+I~~))~~~+~) , 
P’,” = PBO(P(F~)(B))O(P(F~)Z(B)) 
0.. +I(F%)“(B)):(F%)““‘(B)-+ B. 
The total complex induced from this tricomplex is denoted by s C* ‘*‘*. 
For each m ~0 we consider the bicomplexes (C”‘.*.*, dT**.*, d’;“***) and 
associated with them, total complexes (Cy**, dy.*). The differentials dT”‘*’ 
induce the bicomplex structure (CF* * , d” f .* , d%'* ). 
Certainly, the total complex associated with the bicomplex (Cr.*, t? F q * , d,* l * ) 
coincides with the complex s C*‘*‘*. 
We have the spectral sequence 
EC’” = HP( Y”(C;**, a;.*), d”;-*)jHp+4 (1 CM-*) ‘ 
P 
(31) 
For each p 10, the homology groups of (Crqp, d”r ‘p) are sums of the homology 
groups of the complexes (C*VNqq, d~q”*q), i.e. 
H’(C;d-‘_ Zf’P ) = 2 Ht(C**n.q, d;qn*q) , t 20. 
n+4=p 
The summands of the last expression are described in the proof of 1.13 and are 
equal to 
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Thus, we obtain 
EP-” = 0, qrL 
2 H;(B,A), q=O, ~20. 
And then, the spectral sequence (31) gives the isomorphisms 
H;(B, A)-z, H” (1 C*.***) , n?O. (32) 
For each n ~0 we consider the bicomplexes (C**‘*.*, dT”“*. dT”‘**) and 
associated with them, total complexes (C,* l “, d$ *‘I). 
induce the bicomplex structure (C:**, dt** ,-t?:**). The 
with the last bicomplex coincides with j C”‘“‘“. 
We have the spectral sequence 
The differentials dy’* S9 
total complex associated 
i?;*” = HP(Hq(C;**, ii;**), ii;-*) T HP+’ (1 C***.*) . 
Similar to the case of (31), we obtain 
iP.4 = 0, 
q?L 
2 (R$(Der,(-, .4), der,))(B) , q = 0, p 20. 
And then, the spectral sequence (33) gives the isomorphisms 
(RF(Der,(-, A), der,))(B)-‘, Hl(B, A), n 20, 
(33) 
(34) 
Now it remains to compare (32) with (34). Cl 
2. Limits in monoidal category 
2.1. Remark. In this section we assume the following: 
(i) (A, 8: A X A- A, e E IAI) is the fixed symmetric monoidal category. 
(ii) For any arrow f : A *, B of this category A, there exist an object C E IAI, 
an epimorphism g : A + C and a monomorphism h: C+ B, such that f= hg, i.e. 
any arrow of the category A can be represented as the composition of an epi and a 
mono. But, observe that we do not require any universality (uniqueness) property 
of such decompositions. 
(iii) All objects and arrows considered in this section are from A. 
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2.2. Definition. Let f : B ‘-+ B be a morphism of Hopf monoids. We shall say that 
f has a regular comonoidal section y : B --) B’, if y is the morphism of comonoids 
and is regular as an arrow of A (see 0.10 from [S]) and fy = B = 1,. 
2.3. Theorem. Let 
E=(B’f,&B”) 
be a diagram in the category of cocommutative Hopf monoids (i.e. in the category 
%%(A)), such that f and g have regular comonoidal sections y and 6, respectively. 
Then : 
(i) There exists a limit B’ c D z B” of E in the category %%‘(A). 
(ii) The morphism fp, = gp2 has a regular 
an tipode. 
comonoidal section, and B has a 
(iii) If B’ has an antipode (see 0.13 from 
regular comonoidai section. 
[8]), then the morphism p, has a 
Proof. Let us consider cocommutative Hopf monoids 
If y * : B + B’ is the inverse (in the set-monoid A( B, B’)) of y : B + B’, then 
the identities 
show that y * is a morphism of cGmOnGidS; similarly, S * : B+ B” is a morphism of 
comozaids too. Hence, we can consider the morphisms of comonoids 
and 
h = (,,Br @ B’ @rls,, QD B”) : B’ QD B”+ B’ 69 B’ G3 B”@ B” 
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By straightforward calculations we can obtain the following identities: 
6hji(6@6)=~(6@6), (36) 
(37) 
be a representation of 19 as a composition of an epimorphism 8 and a mono- 
morphism 9 (see 2. l), 6 = $8. 
Using the facts that 8 is epi and 9 is mono, we easily obtain from (35) that 
sh$ = 1, and then, from this last identity we conclude that arrows ( 8)@‘7, n 2 1, 
are epi and the arrows $@“‘*, m 2 1, are mono. Hence, (36) and (37) imply the 
identities 
(@h)@@h))$$ = $3. (42) 
Let us denote 
Recalling the fact that j@“‘, n 2 1, are monos, the identities (38) (41) (42) and 
(43) imply that the arrow 2 is the monomorphism of cocommutative Hopf 
monoids 
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Now, let us consider the morphisms of Hopf monoids: 
p, = (B’ @I E~.,)$ : D-, B’ , p2 = (+ 63 B”)$ : D-+ B”. 
Recalling (39) we easily obtain 
and then, because 8 is epi we conclude that fp, = gp2. 
Let (B’ zH& B”) be a diagram in %%‘(A), such that fa = go. Consider an 
arrow q = 6h(o 8 T) &. By straightforward calculations we easily obtain the 
following identities: 
Recalling the fact that $@“, n I 1, are monos, these last identities imply that 9 
is the morphism of Hopf monoids. 
We have the identities 
If v:H+D 
then we have 
is any morphism of Hopf monoids, such that p, v = CT and p2 v = 7, 
and because 9 is mono, v = cp. Thus, (D, p, , pl) is the limit of E in the category 
%%(A). 
(ii) A regular comonoidal section of the morphism fpl = gp, is the arrow 
7= ah(y@S)&, with the inverse arrow (7)” = 6h(y*@S*)3/,. We would like 
to mention that our assumptions imply that B has an antipode, namely S, = fy *. 
(iii) A regular comonoidal section of the morphism p, is the arrow TI = 
6h(B’GOSf)t,b~~y with the inverse arrow ($)* = 6h(S,A3(6*f))t,& 0 
2.4. Remark. As we 
comonoid morphisms 
nave 
, thus 
already considered, the 
we obtain the identities 
arrows h, 6, 6h and 2 are 
= ((ah)@(all))~ = (9 @$)((6h)@@h))lj. 
And then, using the fact that $82 is mono, we conclude that 
((ah) 69 (ah))& i.e., 6h is a comonoid morphism. 
2.5. Remark. (i) Certainly, the unit object e of the monoidal category 
terminal (and initial too, hence null) object of the category %%(A). 
A is the 
(ii) There exist finite products in %%(A), namely if (B’, pR.. I& ,, Q., +) and 
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(B’: &jr*, $B”. qB’*, &&I) are from %%(A). then (B’ @ B”, fi, 4. r), I) (see the proof 
of 2.3), together with projections p,(B 8 eB”) and pz = (Ebb 8 I!#“) is the product. 
Observe, that in the non-cocommutative case this fact is not true. 
2.6. Remark. Here we recall the well-known notions of simplicial kernels [ 131 
and Tech complexes [lo]. Let B be an arbitrary category. 
(i) Let (A,, . . . , A,): X-, Y be a system of arrows of the category B. A 
simplicial kernel of this system is a system of arrows (k,,, . . . , k,, + , ) : Z* X, such 
that Jki =fj_lki, 05 i <j” n + 1, and if (g,,, . . . , g,,+,): T--,X is any system. 
such that &=fi_lgi, OG<jrn+l, then there exists a unique arrow 
h:T+Z, such thatgi=k.h, 05i5r1=1, 
(ii) Let f : X-, Y be an grrow of B, a tech complex (X,, k$ Y of this arrow 
is a sequence of objects and arrows 
in B, such that (k:,, k’, ) is a simplicial kernel of f and (k:;' ’ , . . . . k:: 1 t ) is a 
simplicial kernel of (k::, . . . , k::) for each n 2 1 
2.7. Remark. Pt was proved in [13], that if there exist finite limits in the category 
B, then there exist simplicial kernels and hence, Tech complexes too (in the same 
category). Now, we would like to obtain the same result for %%‘(A), the category 
of cocommutative Hopf monoids of the category A, but we are not precisely in 
the same situation as B (existence of all finite limits) since 2.3 and 2.5 do not 
imply existence of all kinds of finite limits. However, making mild modifications 
in the proof of existence of Tech complexes (in the case of B) we obtain the 
following: 
2.8. Proposition. Let f : G + B be a morphism of cocommutative Hopf monoids 
(i.e. from %‘%?(A)), such that f has a regular comonoidal sectior:; observe, that in 
such a case f becomes epi. 
Then there exists a tech complex (G,, kz) f, B (here G = G,,) of f in the 
category %‘%(A). 
Proof. Let y be a regular comonoidal (with inverse y ‘) section of our epimorph- 
ism f:G,,= G-* B. Let JS consider a limit (in the category %%‘(A)) of the 
diagram E, = (GA B LG,,) and the system of arrows connected with it (see the 
proof of 2.3): 
decomposition of 8, by epi 8, and mono 8,. 6, = $8,. 
Let us put k:, = p, = (q; 63 G,,)y, and k: = (G @ E~;,,)$, . Certainly, the pair (k:,, 
k t ) is a simpiicial kernel (in %X(A)) off, and y, is a regular comonoidal section of 
the morphism fl;d = fk t. 
Let us assume, that we have already constructed a simplicial kernel 
(k;, . . . . k;:): G,,-+ G,_, of the system (kii-‘, . . . , k::I:): G,,_,+ G,,_ 2 in the 
following form. 
Consider the diagram E,# = (G A B 
f(k p- ’ 
- G,, _ , ), where f(k)N-’ denotes the 
composition fkik; l l - kz-’ : G ), _, --, B, and the morphisms S and f(k)” - ’ hme the 
regular comonoidal sections y and y,,_ , , respectively. Construct the limit of E,, in 
%%?(A) and the system of arrows connected with it (see the proof of 2.3): 
G,,A G,,-, 
o(~@G@(Y*f)@(Yf(k)“-,)@(y,,-,f) 
~(Y,~-,f(k)“-‘)~G’,-, @G,,-,) 
decomposition of a,,, by an epi a,, and mono .$,, . akt = .$(, a@!. 
We assume that (kj:, . . . , k:I) is the simplicial kernel of (k:I- ‘, . . . . k:: I t ) and 
that ‘y,, is the regular comonordal section of f(k)“. 
Now we begin to construct a simplicial kernel of (kf:. . . . . k:: ). Let us consider 
the diagram 
E ,*+, = (GA B-l(l G,,) 
and observe that f and f(k)” have the regular comonoidal sections. Then, let us 
construct the limit (in %X’(A)) of E,t+ I and the system of arrows connected with it 
(see the proof of 2.3): 
G Ptr + I
I1 + I - Gt, 
P!;;* I I I i ( h 1” 
t 
G-B, 
decomposition of 19~~ + , by epi a,,+, and mono $tI+l. at,+, Y&%+ 
Y t1+I = %+lh,+,(Y @YJ@B ’ 
4, 
tr+l = 
Pt, + 1 =(%@Gtt)c%+1 ’ 
k;.‘+ ’ = $,h,,(G@ kl!_,)B;,+, , 15 i 5 rz + 1 . 
Let us verify the simplicial identities. For this we have: 
k::k:“’ = e,; @ G,, - , )A 6,k,(G @ q- I MI + 1
= (&,;~G,,-,)(G~k’l_,)~,,+, 
= k’f_,(@JG,,)$,,+, = ky_,k;(‘, , O< js n + 1 , 
k:‘k’f” = 8, - A - , (G @ c,’ )A %UG Q9 q- I )A, + ,
= ~,,_,h,,_,(~~~G,,-2)(G~ yT3, y @G,,_,) 
OW@f @(f(k)“)@ q-2) 
o (G @ G @ G,, @ (k:‘---,‘k:‘_, ))(@G @ #G II v,,+, 
= ~,,_,h,,_,(G~k’f_2L)~,~~,,h,i 
o(GC3k~_,)&J+,=k)l_,k~+,, lsi<jsn+l. 
Now, let (go, . . . . g,,, , ): If+ G,, be any system in %%‘(A), such that krg,. = 
k;_,gl, Oli<j 5 TV + 1. Let us consider morphisms 0 = p:g, : h + G and 7 = 
g,, : H + G,. Then we have fa = f(k)‘% and then by universality of the limit G,, + 1, 
there exists a morphism (in %X(A)! q,, + , : H+ G,, + , , such that pF+, P,~ + , = &g, 
and P11+,%+, = 7 = &- From the proof of 2.3 we know that (p,,+r = 
%+,h,,+, O ((p,5’g,)@g,,)&,. We have to show that kqf’q,l+, =g,, O+sn + 1. 
Observe, that 
P,5;_,k;‘s, = (G@%,,_ 2 )~~,,-,~,-,h,,_,(G~k;:)~,,g; 
= (G@EC;,,_, c t1 )Fgi=Pls;gi, lSiSn+l, 
p,s;_ ,k;_, g, = (G @ Ed,,_ 
:! )~,I-,~,-,h,,-,(G~k’ll~)~,,g, 
= (G @ %,,_. , #,g,=p,l;g,, 2ljsn+-L 
and, then recalling, that kyg, = kR_. ,g,, 2 5 i “= n + 1, we obtain 
pyg,=p,S;g,, 2Ssn+l. 
Using (44) we obtain 
I1 + 1 
k, %,,I =(&C~G,,)~,*+*~,,+,h,~I,f(plS;g,)~g(,)~~ 
= 6% @%,,M, = go 7
ky+‘p,,+, = ~,*h,,(G~k:‘-,)~,*+,~,,+,h,,+,((P,S;g,)~g,,)JIH 
= ~,,h,,((P,S;g,)~(k~-,g,,))~~ 
= ‘tlhtl(( P,5’9i) @ (kIfgi))+ff 
= 6,h,,(P~~k~j!~~,,gi=gi, 1sist-z + 1. 
(44) 
Uniqueness of such a q,, + , is obvious. Cl 
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2.9. Remark. Let A be a commutative Hopf monoid and 9(A) the category 
defined in 1.14. Let 
E = ((B’, CT;, psn) L(B. a,, p,)+: u’;, p&) 
be a diagram in P(A), such that f and g have the regular comonoidal sections y 
and 6, respectively. If (0, p, , p2) is the limit of (B' A B &B”) constructed in the 
proof of 2.3, then the triple 
together with the projections p, and pz is the limit of E in the category 9(A). 
Furthermore, let f : (G, a;, p,)+(B, u-A, pB) be an epi. morphism in P(A) such 
that f has a regular comonoidal section y. If (G,, ii:) -!+ B is the tech complex 
(recall that G = G,,) constructed in the proof of 2.8, then the triples 
(G,,, i?‘:, = a,((fW") @ 4 l 
PG ,I =((~t,htt)~A)(G~Gt,-,~~A)(1’3~2~4)(PG~PG,,_,)~,t) 7 
nrl, 
are in the category P(A) and (G,, k$ B becomes the tech complex off in the 
category P(A). 
2.10. Remark. Let M be a commutative monoid and (%%(A), M) the category 
defined in 1.6. Then observations similar to 2.9 (but more simple, because 
coactions are not required), imply the existence of limits of certain kinds of 
diagrams in (%%(A), M). As a consequence, we obtain that if 
f : (G, &) + (B, CT,,,,) is an epimorphism with a regular comonoidal section y and 
(G,, kz) 1, B is from 2.8, then it can be considered as the tech complex of f in 
(%X(A), M) too. 
2.11. Remark. (i) Let N be the fixed cocommutative comonoid. By (N, JK%(A)) 
we shall denote the category of pairs (A, p,,,), consisting of a commutative Hopf 
monoid A and an arrow pPi : IV-, NC3 A, such that (N, P.~) is a right A-coobject 
comonoid (see 0.16 from [8]). An arrow g : (A, pN)+ (A’, p’,) is a morphism of 
commutative Hopf monoids g : A + A’, such that pk = (N 63 g)p,. 
(ii) Let B be the fixed cocommutative Hopf monoid. By (B)P we denote the 
category of triples (A, pA , ps) consisting of a commutative Hopf monoid A and 
arrowso,:B@A--,A andp,:B ---, B @ A, such that the 4-tuple (B, A, crA. pB) 
is an abelian matched pair of Hopf monoids (see 0.18 from [S]). An arrow 
g:(A, OAT p&+(A’, aA’, p’,) is a morphism of Hopf monoids g : A + A’. such 
that pi = (B@g)p, and @r, = a,@@). 
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2.12. Definition. Let g : A + A’ be a morphism of Hopf monoids. We shall say 
that g has a regular monoidal retract y : A’ +D A if y is the morphism of monoids 
and is regular as an arrow of A (see 0.10 of [S]) and yg = 1 A. 
2.13. Corollary. Let . 
E=(A’&&“) 
be a diagram in the category of commutative Hopf monoids (i.e. in the category 
&V(A)), such that f and g have the regular monoidal retracts 6 and y (Sf = 1 A = 
yg). Then : 
(i) There exists a colimit (A’ 2 Q 2 A") of E in the category &%(A). 
(ii) The morphism q, f = q,g has a regular monoidal retract, and A has an 
antipode. 
(iii) If A’ has an antipode, then the morphism q, has a regular monoidal retract. 
Proof. Our assumptions arc dual to 2.3 and thus, proof is not required. For 
convenience, we shall show the construction of the colimit. 
(i). Let us consider the following system of arrows: 
(1) T = (A’ @ E*. @ A”@ +) : A’ 6.3 A’ @ A” @ A”+ A’ @ A” , 
(2) v = ( pAI 60 p,* 8 p/y @ /LA”) 
o(A’@(fy)@A’@(f6*)@(g~*)C3A”@O(gS)C3M’) 
0(1,%2,%6,7,4,8) 
o(+“,, 895,): A’@A”+ A’@A’C3A”Q9A”, 
(3) decomposition of v by epi V and mono 8, v = JG, 
The diagram A’ fI: Q “’ +A” is a colimit of E in the category ME(A). 
With our assumptions, A has an antipode S, = 6 *f. 
(ii) A regular monoidal retract of q, f = q,g is an arrow 8 = pLA (6 @ y)r$, with 
inverse (6)* = ~~(6” 8 y*)r,. 
(iii) If A’ has an antipode S,. . 
s, = 
then a regular monoidal retract of Q, is an arrow 
p,JA’ @( fy))r2 with inverse (&)* = I.c,~(&~ @ (fy))~$. Cl 
2.14. Remark. (i) Let g : A + Q = Q,, be a morphism of commutative Hopf 
monoids with a regular monoidal retract y, observe, that in such a case g becomes 
mono. Then 2.13 and the dual of 2.8 imply the existence of Afi- (Q$, t:) a tech 
cocomplex of g in the category &#‘(A). A tech cocomplex is obtained by 
iteration of cosimplicial cokernels. 
(ii) If g : A + Q = Q,, is from the category (B)9 (see (ii) of 2.11) and g has a 
regular monoidal retract, then the dual of 2.9 implies the existence of a tech 
cocomplex of g in the category (B)9? 
(iii) We have similar arguments for the category (N, &V(A)) (see (i) of 2.11). 
3. Spectral sequences for cohomologies 
In this section we have the same assumptions as In 2.1. 
3.1. Remark. Let us denote 
I?“(B, M) = Der(B, M) , k"(B,M)= H"+'(B,M). nr 1; 
an expression for Der(B, M) is given in 1.8 and the cohomology groups 
H”(B, M) are from 1.3 of [S]. 
3.2. Theorem. Let (G,, kz) 2 B be a tech complex of an epimorphism of 
cocommutative Hopf monoids with a regular comonoidal section. Then we have a 
spectral sequence (of the first quadrant) 
Eg-4 = H”($(G,, M), d;) $ip+“(& M) , PY 4 1 o 9 
P 
where 
d; = ‘i’ (-l)ifi“(k!,+‘, M):I;I'(G,,M)~~~(G,,,,M). 
i=O 
Proof. Let us consider a bicomplex: 
c “‘*” = Reg((G,,)@““‘, M) , m, n 10 , 
I?1 . II 
4 
: C”‘.” ~ Cttt + 1 .tt , d;‘.” : Ctt’.” ~ C”‘.” + 1 , 
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“I + 1 
+ c (-l)i~((G,,)@‘-l @3& #I @(G,,)@“i-i+‘) i=l 
+ (-l)‘?‘+Zlp((G,?)~???+’ @Ed,,) , 
‘I + 1 
d’,“*“(cp) = (-1)“’ c (-l)i(p(~;+‘)@“‘+’ , 
] =o 
and (for each m ~0) the augmented complexes 
oj ~~~(B@tt’+‘, M) ““‘-; (C”‘.*, d;.*) , 
d',".-'(q) = (-1)"'cpf . 
(4% 
For complexes (45) there exist the contracting homotopies 
where the 
sG’ : c??I.o ---, Reg(B@“‘+‘, M) , sl(‘(cp) = (-l)‘?‘cp(y)~“‘+’ , 
S 
??I 
-c ??+I - 
I??.?? + I ~ C??‘.?? , 1220, 
~:::,~cp~=~-~~“cp~~,.,~,,+,~~Yf~~~,,~~P,5;~~,,~ICI, Y+-‘+’ 7 I, 
arrows p,S;, htl+ i i 15 ,,_ i are defined in the proof of 2.8. 
Thus, we obtain 
H?‘(C???‘*, dy,*) = 0, 
nzl, 
Reg(B@??i+ 1 M) 
9 9 n=O, m?O. 
We have a spectral sequence for the bicomplex (C*.*, dF**, d;**): 
,$;-q = H”(Hq(C”*“, d;.“), d”;.*) THk’+q (j- C’-.“) . 
Using (46) we obtain from (47) the isomorphisms 
fi’(B, M)- H” (( C*-*) , n 10. 
We have another spectral sequence for the same bicomplex: 
But it can be easily seen that 
EC*’ = HP(iiq(G,, M), d;) , p, q 20. 
Now, it remains to combine (48) (49) and (50). Cl 
w-9 
(47) 
(48) 
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3.3. Remark. It was shown in 4.1 from [g] that in the particular case when the 
monoidal category A is the category of sets (A = Set). the cohomologies 
H”(B, M) give the well-known cohomologies of the group B with the coefficients 
in the left B-module M. Hence, the previous theorem gives a spectral sequence of 
epimorphisms for group cohomologies. This spectral sequence for group 
cohomologies was constructed in [9]. More precisely, there was constructed a 
spectral sequence for non-abelian derived functors (Theorem 2.8 from [9]), and 
then as a particular case, a spectral sequence of epimorphism for the group 
cohomologies (see 5.1 from [9]) was obtained. In the same paper (Theorem 5.2) 
it was proven that some members of Ef-” vanish, namely EfSq = 0, p 2 2. As a 
consequence, an eight-term exact sequence for the group cohomology (see 5.4 
from [9]) was obtained. As we have already mentioned in the Introduction, the 
investigations of this section are inspired by the results from [9]. And now, we 
would like to show that some members of our (in monoidal category) spectral 
sequence also vanish. For this, we formulate Lemma 3.5 in our general assump- 
tions and then reduce it by Yoneda embedding to the scheme of proof of 
Theorem 5.2 from [9]. 
First of all, let us observe the following: 
3.4. Remark. Let 
Y: %%(A) + SetYY(A’DP 
be the Yoneda embedding of the category of cocommutative comonoids in the 
category of the contravariant functors from the same category to the category of 
sets. We denote this functor by the following formulas: 
Y(B) : %%(.4)“p + Set , Y(B)(C) = %%(A)& B) , 
Y(f): Y(B)-+ Y(B’) , Y(f )(C, : Y(B)(C)+ Y@‘)(C), 
B, B’, CE I%%(A)1 , f E %%(A)(& B’) . 
The Yoneda lemma [6] says that the functor Y is full and faithful (i.e. isomorph- 
isms on horn-sets). In the category %%(A), there exist finite products, namely, if 
(B, &, Ed) and (B’, t&, t+) are from %%(A), then 
is their product in %‘%‘(A). Hence, the group objects [6] in the category %%( 
precisely the cocommutative Hopf monoids with antipodes. Thus, if B is a 
cocommutative Hopf monoid with an antipode, then Y gives the functor to the 
category of groups (denoted by the same symbol as the Yoneda embedding) 
Y(B) : %%(A)“P + Group . 
Observe that, in the construction of cp (in the proof of 2.3) we do not use H’s 
multiplication, and hence in the construction of p,,,, (in the proof of 2.8) 
multiplication of H is not required, too. The previous observation insures us, that 
if f : G-, B is a morphism of cocommutative Hopf monoids with a regular 
comonoidal section and (G,, kz) L 8 is a tech complex of f in the category 
%#‘(A), then the same complex can be considered as the tech complex in the 
category %%(A) too. The Yoneda embedding preserves limits (in our case finite 
limits) and thus 
(Y(G,), Y(kjji))----, y(f) Y(B) 
is a tech complex in the functor category Set” (*)“‘. But the category Set is 
complete and thus the limits in the functor category Set” (*P are obtained 
pointwise. Hence, for any C E 1 %‘%(A)) the diagram 
is the tech complex in the category of sets. The tech complexes in Set are easily 
constructed. Hence, by tech complex (51) we mean the diagrams 
~%wC~ G), fg,, =fg, = l l - =fg,,l 9 (52) 
Furthermore, if we have two morphisms of cocommutative comonoids T and t 
from G,, to G,,, and we want to prove that they are equal, it is sufficient to show 
that for any C E (%%‘(A)I we have the identity Y(T)(~) = Y(t)(,, in reduction of 
(52) and then u;e the fact that the functor Y is full and faithful to conclude that 
7 = t. Observe, that if f : G + B is the morphism of cocommutative Hopf mono- 
ids, G = G,, and B have antipodes and f has an regular comonoidal section, then 
each member of a tech complex has an antipode, namely S, = 
aPz + ,tt,, + ,(S, Q9 S, )9,, + ,, n 2 0, where a,, + , , h,,, , , $,, + , are arrows defined in’ihe 
proof of 2.8. Thui all G,,, n 2 0 and B are group objects of %%‘(A) and hence, 
(52) can be considered as the tech complex in the category of groups, too. 
Now we are able to prove the following: 
3.5. Lemma. With the assumptions of 3.2, if additionally G = G,, has an antipode, 
then E’.” = 0 = ~3.0, 
2 2 
roof. Recalling 3.2, we have to show that the sequence 
Der(G,, M)iiDer(GZ, M)qDer(G,. M)~Der(G,. AI) 
is exact. 
Arguments of 2.4 and similar ones for tech complexes (see the proof of 2.6) 
imply that the arrows a,,!i,, : G 0 G,, _ , + G,, , t2 2 1, are comonoid morphisms and 
thus we can consider the following comonoid morphisms: 
Observe that B has an antipode. namely S, = fr* and thus we are in the 
situation described in 3.4. 
Using arguments of 3.4 the following identities can easily be proved: 
qk; = qkf , 
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1 G, = k;:T + qk; E W(A)(G,, G,) 3 
k;x = k;x = k;x , 
k;x = k;x , 
1 G, = y + k;xz E Ce’(A)(G,* G,) 7 
fk;lktk;:y ='IBEG, ' 
&G* = j.Q:,(I 6 ij , 
ry = k;y + k;y + S,?k;y + S,$y E =(A)(G,, Gz) , 
fk;,k:k;:y = fkdk;s,ik:y = fk:,k;(k;y + k-:y) = qBEG; ’ 
try = y . 
Now, let cp E Ker(df : Der( G,, M) + Der( G,, M)), this means that 
sok;: - cpk;+cpk;-cgk;=O. 
Multiplying both sides of (68) by 7 on the right, opening parentheses and using 
(53) and (54) we obtain 
qk;:T = 0. w 
Using (55) and the fact that q E Der(G,, M) we obtain (~4 E Der( G, , M). 
Using (56)-(59) and (69) we obtain 
cp = (p&r + qk;) = $‘j-$((k;~) 8 (qk;))lCI, 2 = cpqk; + w&T 
= qqk; = qqk,? - cpqk: + qqk; = d:(cpq) , 
hence, <p E Im(d:). Thus, the main sequence is exact in the member Der(G,, M). 
Now, let <p E Ker(di: Der(G,, M)* Der(G,, M)), this means, that 
cpk;: - cpk:+cpk;-rpk’:+rpki=O. (70) 
Multiplying both sides of (70) and x on the right, opening parentheses and 
using (60) and (61) we obtain 
(pk;x = 0. (71) 
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Using (62) (63) and (71) we obtain 
cp = P(J) + k:,sz) = (P/.L<;,( y QD (k:,xz))Ilr,, = Qk:,xz + Qy = Qy l 
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and thus 
Using (64) and the fact that p E Der(G,, M) we see that <prE Der(G,, M). 
Using the inclusion Im dl+ Ker dy and the identities (69, (66) (67) and (72) 
we get the following chain of identities: 
d&t) = d;(Qt)y = (cptk;: - Qtk; + cptk; - Qtk;)y 
= cptk;:y - cptk;y + cptk;y - Qtk:y 
= cptk;y + cptk;y - (cptk;y + cptk;y) 
= cpt(k;y + k;:y) - cpt(k;y + k;y) 
= QfSG &;&;:V + 2 s, k:y) - cpt(k;y + k;y) 2 - 
= -cpt(k;y + k;y + S, k;:y + 2 S, k:y) 2 - 
= -Qtt-y = -QpY=-Q, 
thus, d&t) = -Q and hence cp ELm d,‘. 0 
3.6. Remark. Let T : (%%(A), M)“P +Ab be any functor to the category of 
abelian groups and (G,, k& B be a tech complex from 2.10 in the category 
(%‘%(A), M). Then we denote 
T(f) = Ker ($ (-l)‘T(kf): T(G,)-, T(G,)) . 
i = 0 
3.7. Theorem. Let f : G + B be a morphism of cocommutative Hopf monoids 
with antipodes. If f has a regular comonoidal section, then we have the eight-term 
exact sequence 
O-, Der(B, M)+ Der(G, M)+ Der( f, M)-+ H’(B, M) 
+ H’(G, M)+ H’( f, M) + H3(B,M)+ H”(G,M). 
Proof. From the spectral sequence of 3.2 and 3.5 using the standard machinery 
we obtain the following exact sequences: 
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From the definition of groups I?“( f, M) ( see 3.6) we obtain the following exact 
sequences: 
o-E~-'~fil(G,M)-+fii( f&t), 
ii'(G,M)+fi'( f, M)45'~+-4, 
(74) 
OjES.'~I?'(G,M)j~~(G,.~~). 
Combining (73) and (74) we obtain an exact sequence 
fi"(G,M)-l?'( f, M)-,fi'(B,M)+ii'(G,M) 
-,fi'( f, M)++(B,M)+t7'(G,M). (79 
Let us consider a sequence 
O+Der(B, M$Der(G, M)$Der(f, M) (76) 
where n_,(v) = vf and 4,w = cpkd - cpk 1. Certainly, n_, is monomorphism. Let 
us denote 
7= 6,h,(G~~~)(y~y~y)(~,~B~B)(1,3,2,4) 
o(&$iO~~): BOB--G,, 
t= &h,(G@(yf))&: G+ G, , 
where the arrows I?,, h, and y are defined in the proofs of 2.3 and 2.8. The 
following identities can easily be proved (recall 3.4): 
ktt = 1, 7 kit = yf. (78) 
Now, let <p E Ker(d,), this means that cpki = cpk:. Using (77) we obtain 
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(PYPR = q?:;T = lpi+= lpp,;(y@y) 
=h(f@w+ (F(G@$3N(Y@Y) 
= %(f@cp)(~ @Y) + cp(GQ9q;)WW 
= ~‘dBwcpY))+ cpY(B@Ql) 9 
hence (py E Der( B, M), and then using (78) we obtain 
Now, it remains to join exact sequences (76) and (75). and recall notation from 
3.1. cl 
3.8. Theorem. Let (G,, k$) L B be a tech complex irt the category $(A) (see 
2.9) of the epimorphism of cocommutative Hopf monoids with a regular cornonoi- 
da1 section and let Hz(-. A) be the cohomology groups from 1.9 of 181. Therz we 
have a spectral sequence (of the first quadrant) 
where 
E;*” = H”(H;I(G,, A), d;) + H;‘“(B, A) . p. q 2 0. 
P 
d; =‘$ (-l)‘H;l(kf’+‘, A): H;(G,,. A)+ H;(G,,+,. A). 
;=o 
Proof. If we consider the tricomplex 
c t.tpl.tl = Reg((G,)@“‘+ 1, A@“+ 1) , 
1.111.11 
4 :c 
I.~~l.II ~ ct + 1 .tn.t1 , 
1.m ,I1 
4 :c t.t?l.ll --) ct.“‘+ I .I1 , 
1.m .I1 
4 
:c 
l.i?l.Il ---) cm?1 -I- I . 
t+l 
d;-((p) = c (_l)iq(kf+l)@~pl+l , 
i=o 
d;“‘*“(q) = (-l)‘(CA;<,,+,(G, QD cp) 
1?1 + 1 
+ c (-l)‘q((G,)“‘-‘@/.+; @(G,)R’r,-‘+‘) I 
r-l 
+ (-l)“‘+-rp((G,)@“‘+’ 8 Ed;,)) , 
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where Cr and p xe obtained as in 0.19 from [S], then arguments similar to those in 
the proof of 3.2 give the required result. D 
3.9. Remark. Let A be a commutative Hopf monoid and N a right A-coobject 
cocommutative comonoid. The cohomology groups HF(N, A) are constructed in 
1.4 from [S]. These groups are obtained dually to the cohomology groups 
H”(B. M). Let us denote 
$(N. A) = Coder(N, A) 
= (cp E R&N, A) I &rp = (qA @ A)cp + (CF @ A)p,I 7 
fi;.(N. A) = H;-+‘(N, A). II 2 1. 
Certainly, we can consider the functors to the category of abelian groups 
$(N, -):(N, &V(A))--,Ab, n 20, 
where the domain category is defined in 2.11. 
3.10. Proposition. Let A A ( Q *, tz ) be a tech cocornplex in the category 
(N, J1X(A)) ( see 2.14) of the monomorphism of cornrxdtative Hopf monoids with 
a regular monoidal retract. Then we have a spectral sequence (of the first 
quadr-ant ) :
EC*' = HP(I;I;(N, Q*), d;) + k?cfq(N, A) , p, q 2 0, 
P 
d; = ‘i’ (-l)‘fi’:.(N, t;,,): I?:(N, Q,)--+ l!i;(N, Q,,,) . 
i =O 
Proof. This is dual to 3.2. Cl 
Let us denote 
@-(:v, g)= Ker (i 
i=(l 
(-l)?$_(N, I;)) . 
o--, Coder(N, A)- Coder(N, Q)-+ Coder(N. y)+ Hf.(&, A) 
+ Ht.(N, Q)-+ H;.(N, g)-+ k?;.QN, A)+ H;.(N. Q) . 
Proof. This is dual to 3.7. 
3.12. Proposition. Let A -% (Q *, tz) be a tech cocomplex in fhe cafegory ( B )9 
(see 2.14) of fhe n20nomorphisrns of contn2ttfafive Hopf rnorfoids with a regrtlar 
nzonoidal refracf and ief HI ( B, -) be fhe cohomoio,gy grotips from f .9 of [S]. Then 
we have a specfral sequence (of fhe firsf qtdadranf) 
EC-“ = H”(H;i(B, Q*), d;)$ H;;+“(B, A), p, q >o. 
where 
d; =‘f (-l)‘H;I(B. f’,+,):H;(B, Q,,)-+H;I(B, Q,,,). 
i=ll 
Proof. This is dual to 3.8. Cl 
4. Examples and applications 
In this section we apply results and machinery from the previous sections to 
several particular cases of monoidal categories. 
4.1. A=Set 
As was shown in [S], in this case (i.e. when A is the category of sets) the 
cohomologies H”(B, M) (with the assumption that A4 has an antipode) give the 
well-known cohomologies of the set-monoid B with the coefficients in the left 
B-module M. The assumptions of 1.1 are satisfied in the category of sets and 
hence we may apply results from Section 1. Thus, 1.4 gives the well-known 
adjunction of taking free set-monoid over the set, and 1.7-l .9, 1.12 and 1.13 give 
the description of H”(-, M) as the derived functors of Der(-, M) relative t9 the 
comonad of taking free set-monoid over set. 
We would like to mention that the machinery of Section 1 makes it possibit: to 
reprove the well-known result from [2], concerning the description of group 
cohomologies as the derived functors of Der(-, M) relative to the comonad of 
taking free group over set. We shall briefly illustrate this. 
Let X be a set, denote X- ’ ={Y’IxEX}, take the union XUX-’ and the 
free set-monoid E(X L’ X-* ) over this union. ‘4s a set, E(X U X-’ ) cc?r.sistc af 
the unit element LI and of all possible finite sequences 
The multiplication on E(X U X- ‘) is the evident ‘juxtaposition’ of such se- 
quences. Let us consider three kinds of relaiions on E(X U X - ’ ), namely: 
x-‘x - Ii , XX-’ - 11 , 
xy . . . xgf . xp l x -tx;;+,l.. .xy.X;I.. . xyf . xy,’ . . . $ff , 
+xEX, ~),,p=-+l, 1Q~rt. 
and the minimal equivalence p induced by these relations. Let 
E:XUX-'):F(X)=E(XUX-')lp 
be the factor-set of E[X U X-‘) by this equivalence. Then F(X), together with 
the evident multiplication, becomes the free group over the set X. This construc- 
tion of F(X) allows us to conclude, that if f : E( X U X - ’ ) + Y is any mapping 
such that _?p y (i. f E E(X U X-‘)) implies f(F) =f( y), then there exists a 
unique mapping p such that the diagram 
E(XUX‘-') dF(X) 
\A 
Y 
commutes. 
The direct-product functor preserves colimits of sets and thus, the similar 
arguments hold for the rzth powers, i.e. if 
f:(F(X))"x E\XuX-')+ Y, na, 
is any mapping such that _.i? p p implies f(Z, , . . . , Z,, , 2) = f(2, , . . . , .?,, , y), for 
x”, 47EE(/-UX-‘), ri,..., Z,, E F(X), then there exists a unique mapping 
f’:(F(X))““- Y, such that f=f’((F(X))” x 7~). 
Now, if F(X) is the free group, consider the normalized complex N” (see 1.12), 
which determines the group cohomologies of F(X) with the coefficients in the 
4X)module M. If f E N”, n 2 2, consider the mapping K,(f): (F(X))“-’ x 
E(XU X-Q* M defined by the formulas 
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<,(fj(.F,.. . . ,.T,,-2, ~)=0, 
F,,(f)(f,,. . .,f,,_& xY;‘*-x)lf) 
= (-,)“_I 2 (-l)“‘-I”f(r,, . . . ,r,,_z ,
i=l 
z,,.... F,,_+F(X), x I,..., x$X, c$=?l, lsist, 11~2. 
The mapping c,(S) satisfies the required assumption and hence induces 
%,(f 1: uvw’- ’ -+ Ad. Thus, we have obtained s,, : IV”* IV-‘. tz L 2. We claim 
that s,, is the contracting homotopy; verification of this fact is similar to arguments 
from the proof of 1.12. Thus, H”( F(X), M) = 0, n 1: 2. It is obvious, that the 
proof of 1.13 can be easily reformulated to this situation. 
Certainly, the assumptions of 2.1 are satisfied in the category of sets and hence, 
we can apply results from Sections 2 and 3. S o, 2.3 gives a construction of the 
limit of diagrams of group epimorphisms (B I-f, B L B”). This description uses the 
set-sections off and g and is somewhat different from the usual and well-known 
description of pullbacks. Thus, 3.2 and 3.7 give the spectral and the eight-term 
exact sequences of epimorphisms for the group cohomologies from (91 (see also 
3.3). 
4.2. Sweedler’s colzomologies 
Let K be a commutative ring with unit and A = K-mod be the category of 
K-modules. As was shown in [S], in such a case the cohomologies H”(B, M) give 
Sweedler’s cohomologies of the cocommutative Hopf algebra B with the coeffici- 
ents in the left B-module commutative algebra M, from [12]. The assumptions of 
1.1 and 2.1 are satisfied in this category. Then, 1.7-1.13 give the new description 
of Sweedler’s cohomologies as the derived functors of Der(-, M) relative to the 
comonad of taking tensor Hopf algebra over cocommutative coalgebra. The 
construction from 2.3 gives the existence and description of the limit of the 
diagram 
where f and g are the morphisms of cocommutativc I-Iopf algebras, such that f and 
g have regular sections y and S, the arrows y and S must be morphisms of 
coalgebras (i.e. regular coalgebraic sections). Then, 3.2 and 3.7 give the new 
spectral and eight-term exact sequence of epimorphisms for Sweedler’s 
cohomologies. 
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3.3. !loi’s cohomolq#s 
Let A = K-mod be the 
case the cohomologies 
f category o1 1 Y-modules. As was shown in [8]. in such a 
HF(N, A) coincide with Doi’s cohomologies Coalg- 
,‘I( N, A) from [4], where A is the commutative Hopf algebra, and N the right 
A-comodule cocomutative coalgebra. Unfortunately, we cannot apply results of 
Section 1 to these cohomologies. The assumptions of 2.1 are satisfied in A = 
K-mod and hence we can apply results of Sections 2 and 3. Thus, 2.13 gives the 
existence and description of colimits of certain kinds of diagrams. Then, 3.10 and 
3.11 give the new spectral and eight-term exact sequences of monomorphisms for 
the cohomologies Coalg-H”( N, -). 
If we apply the same arguments to the category A = K-alg of K-algebras, then 
we will obtain the similar new spectral and eight-term exact sequences for Doi’s 
cohomologies. Hopf- H”( L. -) of [d]. 
4.4. A = G.C. K-mod 
Let A be the category of graded connected K-modules [ 111. Recall, that such 
module is the direct sum of K-modules A = c ,1 :_,, A ,, such that A, = K, thus 
A = K @C,,z, A,,. 
As was shown in [S], in such a case the cohomologies Hi(l?, A) coincide (with 
the dimensional shift) with Singer’s cohomologies of abelian matched pairs of 
graded connected Hopf algebras of [12]; more precisely: 
Singer”(B, A) = 
n=O,l 
, nz2. 
An interesting new analogue of Sweedler’s cohomologies arises in the graded 
connected situation, i.e. the particular case of the cohomologies H”(B, Ad), when 
A = G.C. K-mod. 
Recall, that if X is a G.C. K-algebra and Y is a G.C. K-coalgebra, then 
A( Y, X) = Reg( Y. X). 
There exist denumerable coproducts in A = G.C. K-mod, namely: if A’, i ~0, is 
the system of G.C. K-modules, then the coproduct is equal to 
( 
LJ /VI,, = K , (L! &) = c A;, , nzl. 
i>O i Al ?l i 20 
We have (narural in A and B) the isomorphism 
U(A’~B)~(!UA’)~B)U(UB). 
i -20 ‘i--l) i 20 
As we see from the previous formula, the assumptions of 1.1 do not hold in this 
category, but nevertheless the machinery of Section 1 can be mildly improved and 
then applied to obtain similar results. So, we shall show what changes must be 
made. 
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Let B = K @ EnI B,, be a G.C. K-module, let us denote 
Then, for any n 2 1 we have the identity 
@ i c 
r=l p,+ -.*+&=,I 
B,,@B, @43B,, 2 
p ,..... p,>0 
n-1 i n-i 
02 cc c c 
i=l S=I r=l a,+---+aS=i p,+.--&=n-i 
Ba,@***@Bas 
a I..... a,>0 p 1”‘” p,>o 
0 B,3, C3 l . -8 B,[ . 
Compare the above decomposition with (2). Formulas simiiar to those from (2) 
define the G.C. K-algebra structure on F(B). After this, arguments from 1.2-1.9 
can be staightforwardly brought to the category of G.C. K-modules and hence, 
we obtain the comonad of taking a free (tensor) graded connected cocommutative 
Hopf algebra over a graded connected cocommutative coalgebra. More precisely, 
there are three different categories (see 1.4, 1.9 and 1.16) on which similar 
constructions give the comonads. We shall denote these comonads by one and the 
same symbol IF, every time it will be clear which of them is considered. 
Now, we would like to prove a result similar to 1.12. For this, we have to make 
a small change in the construction pf the contracting homotopy. 
Let f E N”, n Z- 2; for each I2 1 we consider the decomposition 
((F(B j)@“‘-’ ), = ((F(B))*‘:-2), Q3 ((F(B)=‘), 
@ i i 2 
i=l /=l a,+--.+a,=i 
((F(B)?~“-‘),_i~B,,~.*.QIB,,. 
a 1”“. a,>() 
(79 
And then we define S,J f) : (F( ,))@“-I + M, n =r 2 and its Ith component 
(S,,(f)), : ((F(B))@“-‘), --) M,, I? 1 by means of the following formulas: 
(i) Restriction of (S,,( fi), on the first and the second summands from (79) are 
zeros of the group A((F(B))@” -‘, M); recall, that we are in the normalized 
situation. 
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(ii) Restriction of (S,,( f)), on the summands from (79) of the type 
(F(B))@"-' @Ba1@*=*@3Ba, is the sum 
(-1)“-’ c f((F(B))@“-‘@&;,@ F(B)) 
j=l 
o((F(B))~“-‘~(~~,)~~-‘+‘~(E,)~‘-’) 
in the gr: up A((F( B))@“-’ 8 B@‘, M), n 12, t 2 1. 
Calculations for such a homotopy are very similar to those for the homotopy 
from 1.12, and to save space we omit them. Thus, we obtain H”(F(B), M) = 0, 
n 12. 
Using the previous argument, 1.14 then gives the description of the 
cohomologies H"( -. M) as derived functors of Der(-, M) relative to the com- 
onad of taking a free (tensor) graded connected cocommutative Hopf algebra 
over a graded connected cocommutative coalgebra. 
Certainly, the assumptions of 2.1 hold in the category of G.C. K-modules and 
hence, we can apply the results frolm Sections 2 and 3. Then, 2.3 gives the 
existence and construction of the limits of certain kinds of diagrams and 3.2 and 
3.7 give the new spectral and eight-term exact sequences of epimorphisms for the 
cohomologies H"(-, M). 
Connection with the derived functors and the eight-term exact sequence enable 
us to obtain an axiomatic description of the sequence of functors 
Der(-, M), H'(-,M), H&M). 
Let (WX’, M) be the category obtained from 1.6 by the substitution A = G.C. K- 
mod and let B be the category with objects (f : @- B), where f is an epimorph- 
ism from (%X, M) with a coalgebraic section. The arrows from ( f : G + B) to 
( f : G 9 B) are pairs ( g,, , g_ 1 ) of the arrows from (%%, M) such that g_ , f = fg,,. 
If (c, E&l? and (G,, k,*)s B are Tech complex for f, f E IBI and 
(go, g_ 1 ) E B( 5 f ), then there exists a morphism 
g*:(& &)+(G,, k:). 
4.5. Theorem. Let T(,, T, , Tz be a sequence of 
of Cech complexes 
functors Ti I (%%?, M )OP * Ab, 
OS~2,such thatforany(f:G + B) E IBI there exist (natural in f ) morphisms 
T,,(f)* T,(B) and T,(f)-) T,(B) (the groups T,,(f) and T,(f) are defined in 
3.6) such that composition of any two morphisms in the sequence 
* T,(G)-+ T,(f)-+ T,(B)+ T,(G) 
is equal to zero. If ‘ii, : Der(-, M) + T,, is a morphism of functors, then there exist 
unique morphisms of fitnctors 7, : H '(-, M) + T, and 71 : H "(-, M) ---) T2 such that 
for any (f:G 1 the following diagrams commute: 
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Der( f, M)-+ H@, M) H'(f, M)+ H3(B, M) 
To( f ) 
I I 
i,(R) q(f) 
I I 
i$B) 
Wf)-+ w9 7 vm-+ T,w l 
Proof. Let B be a cocommutative Hopf algebra, consider PR : F% B-, B (see (8)) 
and observe that & has a regular coalgebraic section aB : B--, F%B (see (6)). 
Then the proof follows from standard homological arguments. Cl 
As we have already noticed, H”(F(B), M) = 0, n 2 2, in this category. Using 
this fact, 1.20 then gives a description of Singer’s cohomologies H;:(-, A) as 
derived functors (in the sense of 1.18) of (Der,(-, A), der,) relative to the 
comonsu of taking a free (tensor) graded connected cocommutative Hopf algebra 
over a graded connected cocommutative coalgebra. 
The particular cases (when A = G.C. K-mod) of 3.8 and 3.12 give the new 
spectral sequences of an epimorphism (with a coalgebraic section) and of a 
monomorphism (with an algebraic retract) of Hopf algebras for Singer’s 
cohomologies. 
Appendix 
Here we perform calculations for the identities (17)-( 19) from the proof of 
(1.12). 
A.l. Proof of (17) 
The case of t = 0 is evident, so assume n 2 3, t 2 1 and 15 j 5 n - 2. Recalling 
the fact that f is normalized, we have 
S,,( f)((F(B))@‘-’ @vF(B) @(F(B))@“-‘-‘@ F(B)) 
0 (( F( B))@“-3 8 inj,) 
= S,,( f)((F(B))@“-‘Oinj,) 
o((F(B))~‘-l~~~,,,~(F(B))~“-‘-‘~ B@‘) 
= i f((F(B))@“-‘@p;;;,@ F(B)) 
i=l 
0 ((F(B))@“-’ @(LY~)@‘-~+’ @(Ed)@-‘) 
o((F(B))~‘-’ &-,F@) @(F(B))@“-‘-‘@ B@‘) 
= C f((F(B))@‘-’ @qFcB) 8 (F(B))@“-‘- @(F(B))@‘) 
i _-1 1 
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o((F(B))@“-” (8 &k, @ F(B )) 
o((F(B))@“-~@~(~,)@‘*-‘+’ @(E~)=-~) 
Recall (12) and observe that the arrows (J&) @ &)) and ((a#” QD (+)@‘) 
are the comonoid morphisms and hence we can open the parentheses in the 
following sum (the case of q, t = 0 is evident, so we assume q, t Z= 1): 
The first summand of the last expression of (A.l) can be identically trans- 
formed into 
= i d’(f)(F(B)C3q&&@F(E)) 
j=l 
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o(b%) @4+-t-j+ 18 fEB)@j- I) 
t 
- c 
j=l 
+i 
j=l 
t - c 
j=I 
O ((d 
@+I-j+l ~(EB)@j-l) 
I 
- 
c f( ,u;;;;j 8 F( B))((cY~)@~+‘-~+ ’ C? (E/J= ’ ) 
j-l 
t 
- 
c f( P&B) Q9 PrF;i3))((LYg)@4+r-j@ (ES)@j) * 
j=l 
The second summand of the last expression of (A.l) can be identically 
transformed into 
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q + t 
+ c f( ,u;;;,‘@ F(B))((a,)@“+‘-j+’ @&)@j-‘) 
j=t+ 1 
- c f( && C3 F(B))((cY,)@~-~+’ @(~~)@‘+j-‘) 
111 
= -i ~,,(F(S!~~)(~~~,,~CL~~~,)((~,)““+’-’+’@(EJ@~-’) 
j=i 
+ i f( ,+?j;,j@ li;(B))((cyB)S9+r-j+1 @I&)@+‘) . 
j=I 
Thus we obtain that (A. 1) is equal to (recall that j is normalized): 
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(vOf) + d’s,(f))(injcl @inj,) 
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Now, it remains to recall 1.11. •i 
A.3. Proof of (19) 
By observations similar to A.2 we have (n 2 3, q, t 2 1) 
(Sn+J( f j + d”-‘s,,( f))((F(B)@“- CDinj, Oinj,) 
= (%+d’(f J + d”-l%?(f ))vw)@“-~ @ P;(B) @ &B,) 
o((F(B))@“-’ 63 ( cYsp 63 (qJ@‘) 
=S n+ld’Yf W(B))@“- @ P;(B) @ I&?)) 
o((F(B))@“-’ 63 (cQfq @ (qp) 
+ d”-ls,,(f )((w))@“-‘@ l-&3, @ t&B,) 
0 ((F(B))@“-’ @3(a,)@” @(a,)*r). (A.2) 
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The first summand of the last expression of (A.2) can be identically trans- 
formed into 
%+,d”(f )((F(B))@“-2 @P&3) @ d&3]) 
o((F(B))@“-~ @ (%)@q QD (%A@*) 
=s n+*d”(f )((F(B))~J’-l~EL’F(s))((F(B))~t?-’ Qw$3)@7 
o((F(B))@“-~ 8 p&) @ B@‘)((F(B))@“-2 @I(cY~)@~ 8 Bst) 
= (-1)” (i d”( f)((F(B))@"-' @p;;&@ F(B)) 
j=1 
0 ((F(B))@“- ’ @ (cY~)@-j+ ’ 
o((F(B))@“-‘8 p& C3 B@)((F(B))@“-’ @(LY~)@~ 8 Bat) 
I / 
= (-1)” c (o,,(F(W3’f) 
j=l 
II -3 
+ (-1)“-‘f((F(B))““-‘@p~~r9,@(~F(B))@2) 
+ (-~)“-I~((F(B))~“-‘~cL~~~)~ F(S)) 
+ (-l)“f((F(B))@“-’ @b%(R)) 
+ (-l)“+‘f((F(B))‘-XD E,,,,)) 
o((F(B))@tJ-2 @ Y;,,, QD P&:,) @ F(B)) 
~((F(B))~“-‘~(a,)=‘q”-‘+l @(Ed)@-‘) 
))C”Jti-2~(a~)~4~t-r+l~(Eg)~j-l) 
+ i ng3 (- l)“+‘f((F(B))@‘- 8 pLFcB, Q9 ((F(B))@~-~-~ 
j=l i-1 
+ c f((F:B))@“-” 8 &--, @ ,u&;, 63 F(B)) 
j=l 
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- c f((FB));p”-’ 8 ,u;,‘d,‘@ F(B)) 
]=I 
o ((F(B))@t1-2 @ (aS)@cl+r-j+ 18 (Es)@j- 1) 
o ((F(B))@“-” @ (aB)Bq+f-j+ ’ @j @J@- ‘) 
The second summand of the last expression of (A.2) can be identically 
transformed into 
d”%(f )((F(B)Y+” @P&3) @ &(L?,) 
o((F(B))@“-~ Qw%)@qw%)~‘) 
= o,(F(B) @%,( f )) 
‘I -3 
+ r: (-I)$,( f)((F(B))‘=’ C3 pFcB, @(F(i3))@n-i-3 ~(F((_R))@‘) 
i=l 
+ (-l)“-2s,(f )((F(B))@“-3 @ i+(,, @ F(B)) 
+ (-1)“~‘s,(f )((4B))@“-2 @ h(B)) 
+ (-l)t’s,,(f )((F(B))@n-’ @ &F(B) 
’ ((F(B))@“-2 @ &(B; @ &(B)) 
o((F(B))@“-~ 8 ((YB)@q @ (a,)@‘) 
= %(F(B) @,(f ))(F(pi@ (F(B))@t’-’ @ &B)) 
o(F(B)C~(F(B))@“-~C~(~,)@‘) 
0 ((F(B))@“-’ 8 /xF,~ 18 B@‘)(( F(B))@“-’ 8 ((YB)@” 8 B@‘) 
‘I -3 
+ C (-l)i,,( f)((fi(R))@t’- ’ CC P&B,)((F(B))@‘-~ @(aB)@‘) 
i-l 
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=(-I)“-’ i q,,(F(B)@f) 
+ 2 2 (-l)"+'- ‘f((F( 
UT1 1-I 
- 5 f((F(B))~~‘--~~,u~~~,~ F(B)) 
1’1 
= -(- 1)” i a,(F(B)@f) 
j=i 
+ i f((F(B))~“-‘~CL;I.:Bl~‘~F(B)) 
j=l 
o((F(B))@“-‘@(~~)@~+‘-~+’ @(E~)~~-‘) . 
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Thus we obtain that (A.2) is equal to (recall that f is normalized): 
(s,,+,d”(f) + d”-‘s,,(f))((F(.B)~~“-‘~inj,~inj,) 
o ((F(B))‘--* @ (aB)aq+r-j+l Q9 (EB)aj-‘) 
=f((F(B))a”-2 @ ,&, Q9 pIF(BJ)((F(B))a”-2 @(cQ#‘~+~) 
- f((w))@“-’ @%cB,)((w))@n-2 @ P&B)) 
o((F(B))@‘“-* @ (qYq @ (%)@‘) 
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= f((w))@“-2 @ P&3, @ /4(B)) 
o(( F( B))@“-’ @(qJ%wq$y 
= f((F(B))@“-%3inj,@injr). 
Now it remains to recall 1.11. Cl 
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